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quilt by Sandi Irish
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Note: Refer to the quilt photograph for ideas of which fabrics

to combine in each block.

7. Lay out the fabric for one block as shown in the Finished

Block Diagram. (figure 1)

8. Sew a piece 1 and a piece 2 together. Make

four block corner units. (figure 2)

9. Sew a piece 4 and a piece 6 together, mak-

ing sure that the 6 triangle is to the right of

the 4 triangle. Make four units. Repeat with

a piece 5 and a piece 6 making sure that the 6

triangle is to the right of the 5 triangle. Make four units.

(figure 3)

10. Sew pieces 3,

4 and 5 as shown

as in figure 4. Trim

points. Make

eight units.

11. Combine

units sewn in

steps 9 and 10

as shown in

figure 5 to com-

plete the block

side units. 

12. Sew two

side units to

opposite sides

of the piece 7

square. 

13. Sew one

block corner

unit to each end

of the remaining two side units and sew to the remaining

two sides of the block. (figure 1)
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Fabric Requirements

A. Artisan–C7261 Red 1/2 yard 

B. Artisan–C C7261 Khaki 1/2 yard

C. Artisan–C C7260 Navy 1/2 yard

D. Artisan–C C7260 Khaki 1/2 yard

E. Artisan–C7158 Navy 1/2 yard

F. Artisan–C7258 Khaki  1/2 yard

G. Artisan–C7257 Red 1/2 yard

H. Artisan–C7257 Blue 11⁄4 yards

I. Artisan–C7257 Navy 21⁄2 yards (includes binding)

J. Artisan–C7257 Khaki 1 yard

K. Artisan–C7255 Khaki 1/3 yard

L. Artisan–C7256 Red 1/3 yard

M. Artisan–C7255 Navy 5/8 yard

N. Artisan–C7256 Denim 5/8 yard

O. Artisan–7259 Multi 27⁄8 yards for border

6 yards backing Artisan–C7256 Red

General Directions

• Carefully read all directions before beginning project.

• All seams are a scant 1/4"

• We recommend that you press all fabrics with spray starch or

sizing before cutting. If you prewash your fabrics, don’t skip the

sizing!

• Strips are cut the Width of Fabric unless otherwise noted. 

• Press seams in the direction of the arrows.

There are eighteen 15" (finished) blocks in this quilt. Each

block consists of a 9" square surrounded by a pieced frame.

Cutting Fabrics A–J for the Blocks

Cut steps 1-3 from EACH of the fabrics (A–J). Cut steps 4 and 5

from the fabrics noted in those steps.

1. Cut one strip 37⁄8" x WOF. Subcut eight 37⁄8" squares and

cut each in half ONCE diagonally to make sixteen triangles.

(pieces 1 & 2 in each block)

2. Cut one strip 25⁄8" x WOF. Subcut sixteen 25⁄8" squares to

make sixteen squares. (piece 3)

3. Cut two strips 41⁄4" x WOF. Subcut sixteen 41⁄4" squares.

Cut each in half TWICE diagonally to make sixty-four triangles.

(pieces 4, 5, & 6)

4. Cut three 91⁄2" squares each of fabrics K & L. (piece 7)

5. Cut six 91⁄2" squares each of fabrics M & N. (piece 7) 

Note: you will have a total of eighteen 91⁄2" squares (piece 7).

Sewing The Blocks

6. There are four fabrics used in each block. For each

block, refer to the Finished Block Diagram (figure 1) and

select the following:

• From one fabric, select four piece 1 and twelve piece 4.

• From a second fabric, select eight piece 3 and eight piece 6.

• From a third fabric, select four piece 2 and twelve piece 5.

• From a fourth fabric, select one piece 7.
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fig. 1–Finished Block Diagram
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14. Repeats steps 6 through 14 with the remaining cut

fabrics to make eighteen blocks.

Cutting Fabrics H, I & J for the Side & Corner Setting

Triangles

15. From Fabric I: (Note: Cut larger pieces first.) 

a. Cut four 14" squares. Cut each in half TWICE diagonally to

make twelve setting triangles. You will only use ten for the

side setting triangles. 

b. Cut two 71⁄4" squares. Cut each in half ONCE diagonally

to make four corner triangles. 

c. Cut eighteen 41⁄4" squares. Cut each in half TWICE diagonally

to make seventy-two triangles. (piece 6)

d. Cut five 37⁄8" squares. Cut each in half ONCE diagonally

to make ten triangles. (piece 2)

16. From Fabric H:

a. Cut five strips 25⁄8" x WOF. Subcut seventy-six 25⁄8" squares.

(piece 3)

b. Cut one strip 41⁄4" x WOF. Subcut five 41⁄4" squares. Cut

each in half TWICE diagonally to make twenty triangles.

(piece 4)

17. From Fabric J:

a. Cut one strip 37⁄8" x WOF. Subcut five 37⁄8" squares. Cut

each in half ONCE diagonally to make ten triangles. (piece 1)

b. Cut three strips 41⁄4" x WOF. Subcut twenty-five 41⁄4"

squares. Cut each in half TWICE diagonally to make 100

triangles. (piece 5)

Sewing the Side and Corner SettingTriangles

18. Sew a piece 1 and piece 2 together, press. Make ten

units. (figure 6)

19. Sew a piece 4 and a piece 6 together

making sure that the piece 4 is on the right.

(figure 7) Make ten units. Repeat with a

piece 4 and a piece 5, again making sure the

piece 4 is on the

right. (figure 7) Make

ten units.

20. Sew pieces 3, 5

and 6 together as

shown in figure 8. Make sixty-

two units.

21. Sew one piece 3 to two of

piece 5 as shown in figure 9.

Make fourteen units.

22. Combine the units sewn

above as shown in Figure 10 (Side

& Corner Setting Triangles). Add

to the Fabric I triangles (pieces

cut in a and b, above).

Assemble the Quilt Top

23. Lay out all the blocks and setting triangles as desired.

(Refer to quilt photo for block placement ideas). Sew

blocks in diagonal rows, pressing the seams in each row in

the opposite direction to the row above. You may want to

press the seams open to reduce bulk. If so, stitch seams

with a shorter stitch length for a sturdier seam.

Mitered Borders

24. Refer to the cutting diagram of Artisan–C7259 Multi

(Fabric O) and, from the LENGTH of the fabric, cut two

61 ⁄2" x 100" strips (side borders) and two 6
1 ⁄2 x 80" strips

(top and bottom borders). 
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Side Setting Triangles

Make ten.

fig. 10

Corner Setting

Triangles Make four.
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Cut stripe from here to here.

61⁄2"

Artisan–C7259 Multi Cutting Diagram



25. Measure the quilt from side to side through the center.

Divide this measurement in half. Measure this amount out

from the center of a top or bottom border strip toward one

end and make a mark. Repeat from the center to the other

end of the strip. Repeat with the second border strip.

26. Measure the quilt from top to bottom through the center

and divide this measurement in half. Measure this distance out

from the center of a side border strip toward one end and

make a mark. Repeat from the center to the other end of the

strip. Repeat with the second side border.

27. Fold the quilt in half from top to bottom and mark the

centers of each side. Fold the quilt in half from side to side

and mark the centers of the top and the bottom.

28. Lay a border strip along one side of the quilt, matching

centers and matching the measured markings on the border

strip to the ends of the quilt. Beginning and ending your seam

1/4" in from the ends of the quilt, and locking your seam at

both ends, sew the border strip to the quilt. Do NOT trim

off excess border fabric.

29. Repeat with the remaining three border strips on the

other three sides of the quilt.

30. To miter the borders, fold one corner of the quilt on a

45º angle so that the border strips are directly on top of

one another and the seams nest together. Place your rotary

ruler on the fold of the quilt so that the long edge is against

the fold and the 45º line is on the side seam. Draw a line from

the corner of the quilt top to the outside edge of the border.

Pin the borders together. (figure 11) 

31. Position your needle on the inside corner where the border

meets the quilt. Stitch directly on the line you have drawn

to the outside edge of the border. 

32. Trim the excess fabric, leaving a 1/4" seam allowance.

Press. Repeat the process on the remaining three corners of

the quilt.

Finishing

33. To prepare a quilt back, cut two 3-yard lengths of fabric

and remove selvage edge. Sew together along the length of

the fabric. Press the seam to one side.

34. Layer the quilt top, batting and backing. Baste and quilt

as desired.

35. Binding: Cut ten 21 ⁄2" strips of Fabric I and join end to

end with 45° seams. Press in half lengthwise, wrong sides

together, and bind in your favorite method. On the model

quilt, the binding was sewn to the back, pressed toward the

front and top stitched in place. 

fig. 11

a) Place the 45° line of your ruler

on the side seam.

b) Draw a line from

here to here.

c) Pin the borders together and

stitch on the drawn line indicated

by the red dotted line. Trim the

excess, leaving a 1/4" seam allowance.Fo
ld

Mitered Corners
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Permission is granted to shop owners and

teachers to make copies for promotional or

educational purposes only. 

This pattern may not be reproduced for

commercial purposes (i.e. may not be sold).

This pattern may not be reproduced for ANY

PURPOSE after November 15, 2011.

Mitered corner diagram courtesy of Karen Montgomery


